propose improved strategies with regard to an economic criterion accounting for both the 27 cost of the different control measures and the benefit generated by productive trees.
Abstract

14

Optimisation of management strategies of epidemics is often limited by constraints on 15 experiments at large spatiotemporal scales. A promising approach consists in modelling the 16 biological epidemic process and human interventions, which both impact disease spread. 17 However, few methods enable the simultaneous optimisation of the numerous parameters of 18 sophisticated control strategies. To do so, we propose a heuristic approach based on 19 sequential use of sensitivity analysis. This work is motivated by sharka (caused by Plum pox 20 virus), a vector-borne disease of prunus trees (especially apricot, peach and plum), and its 21 management in orchards, mainly based on surveillance and tree removal.
22
 Our approach is based on three sensitivity analyses which respectively aim to: i) 23 identify the key parameters of a spatiotemporal model simulating disease spread and control;
24 ii) approach optimal values for the key parameters; iii) refine the optimisation.
25
 We highlight the importance of carefully designing the removal procedure, and 26 propose improved strategies with regard to an economic criterion accounting for both the 27 cost of the different control measures and the benefit generated by productive trees.
28
Introduction
32
Optimising large-scale disease management constitutes a major challenge. Faced with 33 the urgent need to deal with emerging epidemics, one often relies on expert opinions to 34 design management strategies for infectious diseases, but they are not necessarily based on 35 quantitative data. Some specific control methods can be tested through field trials, but they 36 constitute only part of a global management strategy, which must be assessed at large 
59
These studies proposed some optimal control parameters under various epidemiological 60 scenarios, but mostly for one or two control parameters-the other parameters being fixed 61 at their reference value. 62 An alternative approach is to use global sensitivity analysis to jointly explore numerous 63 combinations of control parameters and identify a combination which maximise (or minimise) 64 a criterion. In the present study, we perform a set of global sensitivity analyses of a model 65 which jointly simulates an epidemic process and a flexible management (meta-)strategy. For 66 this, we use Sobol's method, which is a reference method to compute sensitivity indices of 67 model parameters and their interactions (Saltelli et al., 2008) . This method proved able to 68 account for model stochasticity by replicating the simulations for all parameter combinations 69 (e.g. Rimbaud et al., 2018a) .
70
The selection of a relevant criterion is a crucial task in an optimisation procedure. epidemics.
134
Step 1: identifying the most promising control parameters 135 The first sensitivity analysis showed that the predicted economic impact strongly 136 depends on the contamination threshold of the 'epicentre for removal' (χR, above which orchards in the removal zone are culled; with a total sensitivity index (SItot) of 0. approached either by using the parameter combination leading to the best μNPV ('best-value 171 strategy'), or the combinations leading to the best percentile of μNPV ('best-percent strategy').
172
In both approaches, management is improved when detected trees are removed immediately 173 (i.e. after an average of 10 days, rather than at the end of the year; see ΥR T in Fig. 3 ). The ,ΥR, and ηf were discarded in the next step.
185
Step 3: refining the optimisation Alternatively, in the best-percent strategy (Table 2) were associated with the removal of orchards, the ban on plantings and the probability of 295 detection (Fig. 2) . These elements highlight the importance of modelling studies designed to a negligible impact on both epidemiological and economic outcomes (Fig. 2) shows that all these factors impact symptom expression and consequently visual detection.
309
Moreover, detection events were considered independent, which enabled an excellent global 310 detection rate after a few observation rounds. These elements could partly explain why 311 reinforcing surveillance in highly contaminated areas had a negligible impact.
312
In previous studies, the connectivity of the patch of first introduction was the most 313 influential epidemiological parameter on sharka spread in the absence of management 314 (Rimbaud et al., 2018a) . It is still the case here, in presence of management (Fig. 2, their orchard: a security zone whose radius is ζs, and a focal zone whose radius is ζf (Fig. 1b) . to be planted exceeds a threshold value * (Fig. 1c) . The environment is a zone around the 399 patch to be planted; its radius is ζeO (i.e. the same as the observation epicentre). epicentre' (defined by a radius ζeR) exceeds a threshold value χR, all orchards inside the 410 removal zone (whose radius distance is ζR) are removed as well (Fig. 1d) is a threshold for economic profitability (see details in Table S1 ).
416
Orchards can be replanted after a delay of γS years. However, planting is forbidden if the 417 contamination rate of the environment exceeds a threshold value ̅ , or if an orchard located 418 at a distance below ζn has a contamination rate above a threshold value χn (Fig. 1c) . Sobol's method requires that exploration of the parameter space be performed using 462 independent distributions to sample the target parameters. Thus, since the focal zone, the 463 epicentre for observation and the epicentre for removal are nested in the security zone, the 464 focal zone and the removal zone, respectively, these zones were re-parameterised using the In addition, the contamination threshold, above which the observation frequency in young 468 orchards is modified, was re-parameterised using its ratio relative to the contamination 469 threshold above which replanting is forbidden: * = * ̅ .
470
Step 1: assessing the relative influence of model parameters. estimates of the mean and standard deviation associated with each combination; Fig. S11 ).
483
Then, the indices were calculated as in (Rimbaud et al., 2018a) on the standardised means and 484 standard deviations of the epidemiological (μY and σY) and economic (μNPV and σNPV) criteria.
485
Step 2: approaching optimal values of the most influential parameters. In the second accounted for possible interactions between parameters, since a whole parameter 500 combination was retained.
501
Step 3: refining the optimisation. Based on the results of the previous step, six control 502 parameters were found unnecessary (see Results section), one control parameter was 503 improved with certainty, and the estimated values of the 10 remaining control parameters 504 were still imprecise. These 10 parameters were further improved using a dedicated sensitivity 505 analysis and variation ranges restricted to the most probable optimal values (Table 1) Table 1 . Parameters of the model: description, reference values for sharka epidemics in French peach orchards, and variation ranges in the sensitivity analyses. The first sensitivity analysis (step 1) targeted 23 control parameters and 6 epidemiological parameters to assess their relative influence on model outputs. In the second step, only the 17 most influential control parameters (bounds in bold)
were kept and improved. In the third step, 6 unnecessary parameters were removed, 1 parameter was fixed, and the remaining 10 parameters (in bold) were further improved.
Parameter and description
Reference value Steps 1 and 2
Step 3 
1/η0
Maximal period between 2 observations (year , when fixed at 0, the removal zone or the removal epicentre correspond to the contaminated orchard only. e estimated from the economic analysis of prunus cultivation (Table S1 ). f with ρ=0.66. g (Quinet, 2013). h we assumed that the detection probability could not go further because of technical limitations. i these durations aim at detecting latent infections, and 10 years is well beyond the expected duration of the latent period (θexp). j 5,800 m is the maximal distance between the centroids of 2 orchards in the landscape; 5,475 m is the maximal distance between the closest points of 2 orchards. k 15 years is the expected duration (ψ) of an orchard. l given the time window to survey prunus leaves in orchards, 8 observations/year is equivalent to 1 observation/fortnight. We supposed that higher observation frequencies were not economically viable (Table S1 ), which has been confirmed by the results of the sensitivity analyses. m either 0 or 1 (Boolean variable).
n the management process of the model does not change any more for χR above 0.34, since any orchard with a proportion below χSEHD=0.66 of living trees is removed for profitability reasons (Table S1 ). infectious after a mean latent period θexp. Symptomatic hosts can be detected with probability ρ, and next removed after a mean delay δ. Regardless of their sanitary state, hosts can be removed due to orchard turnover (with mean orchard lifespan ψ). Each orchard planting has a mean risk of introduction (ϕ) of infectious trees (whose mean proportion is E(τ) in the orchard). (b) Orchard surveillance, depending on their location relative to previously infected trees and contamination rate of the epicentre. (c) Planting restrictions and surveillance for young orchards, depending on the contamination rates of the environment and neighbourhood. (d) Removal of orchards depending on the contamination rate of the epicentre. In the French strategy to manage sharka, the removal zone and its epicentre correspond to the orchard only (i.e. ζeR = ζR = 0). All model parameters are defined in Table 1 . Fig. 2 Step 1: Sobol's sensitivity indices of the 23 control parameters and 6 epidemiological parameters on the mean output of the stochastic replicates (μNPV, average net present value). ∑ 1 = 0.64. Parameters in black are kept in step 2; parameters in red are removed; parameters in green are the epidemiological parameters. Insets: value of the output variable (μNPV, in million €) obtained with the different values of the six most influential parameters (grey colouration: density). All model parameters are defined in Table 1 . Fig. 3 Heuristic optimisation of control parameters through sequential sensitivity analyses: example on three parameters. The improved combination of control parameters is approached by isolating the combination associated with the highest value of μNPV, or using the mode of the distribution of each parameter within the combinations associated with the best percentile of μNPV. In step 2, an improved value (red circle) is found for ΥR T , and χR can be removed from further analyses (dashed blue line: improved values for removal parameters are so high that removals may never occur). The improvement of ρ is refined in step 3, using a restricted variation range (blue arrows). See the results with all control parameters in Figs. S10 and S11. 
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